
Check Printing and 
Mailing Services 

KEY BENEFITS

• Reduced Costs

• Improved Customer 
Service

• Strong Security and 
      Compliance

• Increased Visibility

• A Bridge to ePayments

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

• Inserting
      Should you require more   
       than one mail piece 
       enclosed, we can provide 
       insertion services using 
       sophisticated mail inserter 
       machines.
      Zero-error processing 
       technology for quick and
       efficient mailings.

• Trans-promotional       
Marketing

       Add customized and 
       targeted promotional or
       marketing messages to 
       existing communications
       and mail pieces.
 
       Helps keep your messaging
       and brand in front of your 
       customers regularly.

Cost Reduction and Improved Service

Printing and mailing checks is not a core, internal  function of many clients. 
Miria can bring expertise and scalability to drive your business efficiencies 
and lower overall costs. You are not required to make capital investments or 
long-term leases in expensive printing equipment, nor would you need to 
operate and maintain them internally.  We also provide mailing expertise 
which ensures optimal delivery of your checks at the lowest possible cost. 

Enhanced Security and Data Protection

Our processes, controls and standards provide the highest level of security 
and compliance for protecting your sensitive data. We adhere to a host of 
standards and regulations, including SSAE18 SOC 1-2 Type II, GLBA, HIPPAA, 
PCI DSS, IRS Pub-1075 and IRS Pub-4812.  

Our check handling facilities repeatedly undergo information security 
examinations and audits by regulators, including the Federal Financial 
Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) and the IRS.

Increased Visibility

With our solution, you’ll have 24/7 access to online check monitoring that 
allows you to track the status of each individual mail piece at every step of 
the production process. 

A Path to ePayments

Should you choose to transition from checks to ePayments in the future, 
Miria can readily facilitate a migration within our ActiveOps solution.  This 
removes the burden of decommissioning in-house equipment and changing 
processes to get there. 

As part of Miria’s ActiveOps solution, clients may choose to 
outsource the printing and mailing of checks. There are 
significant advantages to allowing Miria to provide this 
service as opposed to managing it in-house: 
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To learn more about our Check Print and Mail Services or our ActiveOps 
solution, please call us at 484-446-3300 or email us at info@miriasystems.com.


